SOFFIT
13'-9"
T.O. CANOPY
17'-5"

LEFT ELEVATION
CANOPY COLUMNS - PAINT
SW #7048 "URBANE BRONZE" (TYP)
PRE-FINISHED METAL CANOPY
COLOR TO MATCH ALCOA "SAPPHIRE BLUE"
SPLIT FACE CMU - PAINT
SW #7670 "GRAY SHINGLE"
PRE-FINISHED STANDING SEAM
ROOF COLOR TO MATCH
SW #7048 "URBANE BRONZE"

SOFFIT
13'-9"
T.O. CANOPY
17'-5"

RIGHT ELEVATION
CANOPY COLUMNS - PAINT
SW #7048 "URBANE BRONZE" (TYP)
PRE-FINISHED METAL CANOPY
COLOR TO MATCH ALCOA "SAPPHIRE BLUE"
SPLIT FACE CMU - PAINT
SW #7670 "GRAY SHINGLE"
PRE-FINISHED STANDING SEAM
ROOF COLOR TO MATCH
SW #7048 "URBANE BRONZE"

SOFFIT
13'-9"
T.O. CANOPY
17'-5"

REAR ELEVATION
PRE-FINISHED METAL CANOPY
COLOR TO MATCH ALCOA "SAPPHIRE BLUE"
SPLIT FACE CMU - PAINT
SW #7670 "GRAY SHINGLE"
PRE-FINISHED STANDING SEAM
ROOF COLOR TO MATCH
SW #7048 "URBANE BRONZE"

SOFFIT
13'-9"
T.O. CANOPY
17'-5"

FRONT ELEVATION
PRE-FINISHED METAL CANOPY
COLOR TO MATCH ALCOA "SAPPHIRE BLUE"
SPLIT FACE CMU - PAINT
SW #7048 "URBANE BRONZE"